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10 of a possible 20 points                                                        ** ½ of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points: 

1          Direction: Timothy Combe 

1          Editing: Sheila Tomlinson 

1          Camera 

0          Lighting: Geoff Shaw, John McGlashan 

1          Written by John Wiles, based on the novel by Noel Streatfeild 

             Script Editor: Alistair Bell 

2           Music: Piotr Tchaikovsky (non-original) 

1           Production Design: Anthony Thorpe 

             Costume Design: Christian Dyall 

             Make-Up: Cherry Alston 

1           Sound: Clive Clifford, Stan Nightingale 

1           Acting 

1           Creativity 

10 total points 

 

Cast: Angela Thorne (Sylvia Brown), Jane Slaughter (j) (Petrova Fossil), 

Elizabeth Morgan (j)* (Pauline Fossil), Sarah Prince (j) (Posy Fossil), Barbara Lott 



(Nana), Terence Skelton (Mr. Simpson), Joanna David  

(Theo Danes, dance teacher), Sheila Keith (Dr. Jakes, history professor),  

Mary Morris* (Madame Fidolia), Samantha Clogg (j) (Winifred), Hazel Dorling  

(Pianist), Bridget Kelly (Teacher), Edmund Kente (Stage Manager),  

Brendan Barry (Mr. Reubens), Esmond Knight (Great Uncle Matthew), Jack Lynn 

(Manoff, ballet impresario) 

 

     Winner of a 1977 Emmy as Outstanding Children’s Special and a 1976 BAFTA 

for Light Entertainment, BALLET SHOES in its initial television incarnation is a 

reasonably accurate adaptation of a classic children’s novel by Noel Streatfeild. 

Depicting the arts training of a trio of orphans abandoned to Sylvia Brown’s 

caretaking, the book enlightens readers about both tribulations and rewards 

these novices experience. Its author drew heavily on her own childhood 

experiences, something strongly evident in backstage and studio authenticity. 

Virtues of honesty, promptness, modesty, sacrifice, perseverance, and drill are 

introduced and entertainingly reinforced. What endears the book to 

generations of enthusiasts, however, is penetrating insights into child character 

and psychology.  

     Each of the three Fossil girls is distinctive in personality, ambition, and age.    

     Pauline, the eldest, inclines to bossiness and vanity, imagining herself a 

compelling dramatic actress. Growing up in an impoverished household, she 

perceives Madame Fidolia’s school as a vehicle for transporting her out into a 

world of wealth and fame. Whether she can maintain her commitment to 

continuous practice, study, and gracious acceptance of criticism is an open 

question.  

     Petrova, two years younger, is devoted primarily to machinery, especially 

anything powering transportation. Cars, planes, and trains fascinate her. Science 

and mathematics are academic preferences, partly because they are useful for 

engineering purposes. Petrova feels more comfortable working with numbers 

than dealing with words. She’s no scintillating conversationalist.  

     Youngest of the Fossils is Posy, a naturally gifted dancer with less concern 

about inadequacy than her elders. No star academically, she’s quite the 

opposite on a dance floor. While Pauline frets over finances and Petrova tries to 



placate everyone by splitting attention between tinkering in a garage and 

memorizing Shakespeare, Posy focusses solely on ballet, certain money and 

fame will come to her as a result. To spend time learning French or reciting 

poetry is to squander hours better dedicated to perfecting terpsichorean 

artistry. 

     All three are introduced to the performing arts by a parallel trio, female 

boarders renting rooms in Sylvia’s overstuffed house. One of these is a teacher 

of dance, Miss Theo Danes, employed by Madame Fidolia’s Academy of Dancing 

and Stage Training. The other two are retired professors. Dr. Jakes was a 

teacher of literature and Dr. Smith a mathematics instructor. In return for 

Sylvia’s keeping boarding fees at current rates, these professionals undertake to 

tutor her young charges. Miss Danes goes even further, bringing them to her 

own school for Madame Fidolia to evaluate their ballet potential. Apparently, 

each one has ideal posture and bone structure. That combination guarantees 

acceptance as scholarship candidates, waiving normal tuition fees. Instruction 

will be given in return for the school’s pocketing future performance earnings 

the students receive. Hmmmm. 

     Although Posy, Petrova, and Pauline share the Fossil name, they are not 

related. Each was found on a separate adventure by Professor Matthew Brown, 

whose nephew had been married to Sylvia’s mother. Upon the death of this 

relative, his widow and daughter were brought to the six-story house of his 

uncle. The bereaved woman must not have raised any objection to sharing 

rooms with extensive fossil collections. An arrangement was made for her to 

maintain the premises while the homeowner travelled unconcernedly making 

new discoveries and mailing them back to his house on Cromwell Road. When 

her mother died, sixteen-year-old Sylvia took over as housekeeper under the 

supervision of her former nurse, who must have moved back in with the 

teenager. These two by default became guardians of orphans Matthew sent 

back to London.    

     The rest of this tale concerns itself with details of discipline, performance, 

and pursuit of goals. One evening, the girls make a pledge to get their names 

into history books. Despite temporary setbacks, they all advance towards that 

goal, though just how Petrova will manage it is not obvious. 



     There are two additional boarders in the book, a married couple from 

Malaysia on leave from their jobs. Mr. and Mrs. Simpson end up staying longer 

than expected due to layoffs at the rubber plantation they left. To provide 

essential income, Mr. Simpson buys a garage, enabling him to keep Petrova 

busy as an assistant during what for her would be otherwise boring weekends 

devoted to memorization of lines and dance exercises. 

     For this 1975 film adaptation, a senior duo of doctors is reduced to a solo act, 

Mrs. Simpson vanishes, and the back stories of Sylvia Brown and the orphans 

are radically compressed into passages of dialogue without accompanying 

flashbacks. This compact introduction to principal characters leads promptly to 

Madame Fidolia and her school, which in turn propels the story into theatre, 

travel, and new acquaintances.  

     What key problems confront these heroines? For Pauline, it’s vanity and 

poverty that must be overcome. Petrova has to build confidence and assert 

herself. Posy loses a personal trainer and runs the risk of never achieving her 

potential. How these obstacles get hurdled is something for viewers to learn for 

themselves by watching the full film. 

     As many user comments on the internet indicate, there is a marked 

difference in achievement between senior and junior cast members.  The 

former, while comfortable in their roles, fail with a couple exceptions to 

generate empathy in spectators. Some are too quirky, turning characters into 

eccentric simpletons. Esmond Knight’s Great Uncle Matthew, admittedly a 

fantasy creation, and Angela Thorne’s impossibly naïve and indecisive Sylvia 

embody such freaks.  

     Sheila Keith offers a Dr. Jakes that is half comical busybody and half Marine 

drill sergeant. She’s unique, but probably not what the author had in mind.  

     Samantha Clegg’s Winifred ends up being simply a whiny mouse rather than 

patient understudy from a poor family trying her best to generate income. 

Locked in competition with what the author asserts is her acting equal, a 

disdainful Pauline Fossil, she dilutes their rivalry into a completely one-sided 

affair.  

     Sarah Prince’s Posy displays more grace and pleasantness than nuance of 

tone. There’s little diversity in her facial expressions. Still, when Posy’s part 



demands it, she emotes satisfactorily, particularly in scenes at the theater with 

Manoff.  

     Terence Skelton’s Mr. Simpson is affable and accommodating, no standout 

but at least credible. 

      A bit more engaging is Joanna David as Theo Danes, who really does appear 

credible as a competent judge of talent and lover of music.  

     An island of practicality in a sea of dreamers, the Nana of Barbara Lott is 

calibrated just right, devoid of stuffiness, temerity, and chutzpah.  

     Among the adult performers, Mary Morris shines brightest. As Madame 

Fidolia looms larger than life over her pupils, so also does Mary Morris, 

employing a thick Eastern European accent, deep voice, and angular body to 

convincingly portray leadership and brusqueness.   

     In a relatively minor role, Edmund Kente’s  veteran, straight-shooting stage 

manager excels.  

     Jack Lynn’s Manoff is rather unbelievable, though this is due to impositions of 

Noel Streatfeild’s text, which makes too much of his foreignness and 

indifference to suffering. The English, apparently, are different. He makes a poor 

match for juvenile talent. Will Posy’s next few driven years be more depressing 

and exhausting than exhilarating?   

     It is Elizabeth Morgan’s frequently petulant Pauline and Jane Slaughter’s 

tomboy Petrova that make this production memorable. The latter role is played 

with undisguised jubilation when Jane’s persona is tinkering with machinery. 

During protracted scenes of line readings and theatrical poses, her discomfort 

and tedium are revealed through pouty gloom, even unfeigned sulking. That 

makes for sharp counterpoint with Elizabeth Morgan, who handles line stresses 

and crinkled lips with dexterity. She’s at her best in scenes at the theater when 

playing lead swells her head. In those moments, Miss Morgan communicates 

accumulating arrogance with passion and asperity. 

     Technically, there are signs everywhere of limited budgeting and modest 

craftsmanship. An original score is dispensed with in favor of traditional 

Tchaikovsky themes. Props are mostly whatever is readily available, generic, 

lacking precise detailing. Acceptable as Depression duds, costumes tend toward 

monotone, with minimal ornamentation. Makeup is garish, the work of 



amateurs, which suits the storyline exactly until the screen test of Pauline, 

cagily omitted in this production, which involves Hollywood glosses. 

     Sound recording is accurate, but mixing is more problematic, particularly in 

scenes involving simultaneous or overlapping speeches.  Rather dim lighting 

throughout results in effacing or obscuring many background elements. 

     Nonetheless, this BALLET SHOES provides competent, if less than stellar, 

choreography, better juvenile acting, and a far more appropriate family 

atmosphere than its recent remake, which resorts to plunging necklines, sexual 

innuendo, and gracelessly primitive dancing as devices for sustaining interest. 

     Excellent film fare for preteen and early adolescent girls, the BBC’s 1975 

BALLET SHOES makes delightful Christmas season entertainment. This is due to 

a screenplay which preserves the story’s family ambience and many of its core 

lines while treating child characters with respect.   


